
 

 

  

 Egypt, one of the world’s biggest importers of wheat which has been importing the grain from 

Russia and Ukraine, has agreed to source wheat from India 

 Officials from agriculture quarantine and pest risk analysis of Egypt visited various processing 

units, port facilities and farms in Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Punjab. And we have 

decided to export the best quality of wheat 

 He said Prime Minister had specially called him to ensure that the best quality of wheat is 

exported to Egypt to ensure that India makes it mark in that country in terms of wheat exports. 

 The Egyptian delegation’s visit to India follows several trade talks and meetings with the various 

wheat importing countries, which are exploring possibilities of sourcing grain from alternate 

sources as supplies have been disrupted because of the Russia and Ukraine conflict. 

 Egypt imported 6.1 million tonnes (mt) of wheat in 2021 and India was then not part of the list 

of accredited countries that could export wheat to Egypt. 

 More than 80% of Egypt’s wheat imports estimated to be close to $2 billion in 2021 were from 

Russia and Ukraine. 

 Growth in wheat exports is driven mostly by the demand from countries such as Bangladesh, 

United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Oman and Malaysia. However, India is also making 

efforts to boost wheat exports to other countries including Yemen, Afghanistan and Indonesia. 

 

 
Second regiment from Russia likely to see some 

delay due to Ukraine war 

  

 There is a delay in the delivery of the second 

regiment of S-400 from Russia due to the 

ongoing war in Ukraine. However, some training 

equipment and simulators arrived in India, 

official sources confirmed.  

 “Simulators and training equipment have 

arrived. The second operational unit is likely to 

be delayed by a few months,” a defence source 

said and this was confirmed by another official. 

 Last December, India took delivery of the first S-400 regiment, five of which were contracted 

from Russia under a $5.43 billion deal signed in October 2018. The first unit has been deployed 

in Punjab and is operational, officials have confirmed. 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 14-TO 16-APRIL -2022 

           EGYPT TO IMPORT WHEAT FROM INDIA 

 
 

                  INDIA GETS S-400 TRAINING EQUIPMENT 
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 With the threat of U.S. sanctions under CAATSA (Countering America’s Adversaries Through 

Sanctions Act), New Delhi and Moscow had worked out payments through rupee-rouble 

exchange for this deal. 

 The two sides are now exploring the same payment route for larger bilateral trade. 

 The Defence Ministry and Services have carried out assessments and are closely monitoring the 

impact of sanctions can have on timely deliveries and supplies from Russia. Officials had 

expressed concern that there could be some shipping delays given the prevailing situation. China 

too possesses the S-400 Triumf long-range air defence system, currently being inducted by 

India. Earlier, an Indian Air Force representative had told the parliamentary standing committee 

on defence that “direct tactical planning” would be a key requirement for India in countering 

Chinese forces. 

 

 

 
 Central bank advices cutting imports 

 Nepal is running low on foreign currency reserves needed to import medicines, oil products, 

cars and a range of other items, and will run out in seven months if things don’t improve, a 

central bank official said on Friday. 

 The central bank has increased interest rates, hoping it will discourage people from buying 

imports and help extend the foreign reserves, said Gunakar Bhatta, spokesperson of Nepal 

Rastriya Bank, the central bank. 

 “We are concerned about the sustainability of our foreign exchange reserves,” Mr. Bhatta said. 

 But he said there already are signs that the situation is getting better with the slowing of the 

pandemic. 

 More tourists have begun to arrive and increasing numbers of Nepalese are going abroad to earn 

foreign currency and send it back home, he said. 

 “Compared to previous years, the foreign exchange reserve level has come down, but we can 

manage it because the number of migrant workers that are going abroad has increased,” Mr. 

Bhatta said. 

 Nepal’s main sources of foreign currency are tourism, remittances from overseas workers and 

foreign aid. 

 Normally, hundreds of thousands of foreign tourists visit Nepal every year. 

 However, the number declined sharply due to restrictions imposed during the coronavirus 

pandemic. 

 Tourists are trickling back to the country, with hundreds of climbers already applying to climb 

the world’s highest peaks and thousands more trekking on mountain trails. 

     NEPAL RUNNING LOW ON FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE 
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 China said on Friday it would cut the amount of cash that banks must hold as reserves for the 

first time this year, releasing about 530 billion yuan ($83.25 billion) in long-term liquidity to 

bolster a sharp slowdown in economic growth. 

 Heightened global risks from the war in 

Ukraine, widespread COVID-19 

lockdowns and a weak property market 

are causing convulsions in the world’s 

second-largest economy that are quickly 

spilling over into global supply chains.  

 China’s exports are also showing signs of 

fatigue, and some economists say risks of 

a recession are rising. 

 The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) said 

on its website it would cut the reserve 

requirement ratio (RRR) for all banks by 

25 basis points (bps), effective from April 25. 

 The central bank said it would cut the RRR by an additional 25 bps for some smaller rural and 

urban commercial banks. 

 An imminent RRR cut was widely expected after the country’s cabinet said on Wednesday that 

monetary policy tools should be used in a timely way to bolster economic growth. 

 The cut, which followed a broad-based reduction in December, marks the latest step by Chinese 

policymakers to cushion a sharp slowdown. The PBOC has also started cutting interest rates, 

while local governments have expedited infrastructure spending and the finance ministry has 

pledged more tax cuts. 

 But some market watchers say Beijing’s room to cut policy rates is limited. 

 With other central banks like the U.S. Federal Reserve set to aggressively raise interest rates or 

already doing so, more forceful easing in China could spur potentially destabilising capital 

outflows as investors shift money to higher yielding assets. 

 

 
The IMF agreement and fallout will be the central point of contention between the elite and the 

working people 

 All eyes are on Sri Lanka as it endures its worst economic crisis since Independence. Millions of 

families are struggling to put food on the table. Long lines of people queuing for fuel or gas are 

         CHINA REDUCES RESERVE NORMS FOR BANKS AS ECONOMY SLOWS 

 

       SRI LANKA STARES AT BANKRUPTCY OR REDEMPTION 
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a common sight across the country. Sri Lanka’s doctors are running out of medicines for 

patients. Schools have run out of paper to conduct examinations. The large majority of the 

people are protesting with single focus, demanding the Rajapaksa brothers, who are in power, 

go home. 

 The Rajapaksas indeed must take the lion’s share of the blame. It was their authoritarian rule, 

arrogance and myopic policymaking that aggravated the economic downturn. The Government 

recently announced two major decisions — one, to default on its U.S.$51 billion external debt, in 

the process tainting the country’s unblemished record, and two, negotiate a support package 

with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the country “restructures” its debt. 

POLICY CHOICES TOO 

 How did this situation come about? Sri Lanka is in crisis, not only because of the blunders of the 

Rajapaksa government but also because policy choices over decades have left the economy with 

little strength and resilience to bounce back. The Sri Lankan elite wanted the country to become 

a Singapore, but today the country is begging to put meals on people’s plates. This is a national 

shame that must shake the ruling establishment. And yet, the country is once again opting for 

the same, formulaic remedies, showing no indication of having learnt any lessons from its 

disastrous path of unrestricted imports and rolling over debt with more borrowings. In fact, 

Colombo’s economic top brass seem rather pleased with themselves, for pushing a debt default 

and restructuring through an IMF agreement that the Government has now made its chief 

responses. 

 Amidst the great upheaval with the protests to dislodge the ruling regime, the elite opposed to 

the regime are thinking primarily of constitutional and legal solutions, with no serious economic 

alternative beyond an IMF package that might, at best, bring in a few billion dollars in the short 

term. But the real cost of such a “reform” package will be much higher, and invariably borne by 

the working people. 

 While it is economic hardship that has brought the masses out on the streets, the Government’s 

next moves in line with the IMF only foretell greater economic agony for the poor, as taxes rise 

and social spending for public goods and services face the axe. As seasoned technocrats take up 

the reins to work with the IMF, there is no recognition that it was lopsided development and 

glaring inequalities in access to resources, income generation and wealth that resulted in 

dangerous political consequences for the country. 

 

DEFAULTING, DEBT RESTRUCTURING 

 Sri Lanka’s strategy of defaulting on its external debt, timed less than a week before negotiations 

with the IMF in Washington, could not have come about without the Fund’s nod. Default not 

only taints the country in the international lending scene but also creates a desperate reliance 
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on the IMF, giving it all the power to unilaterally determine loan conditions. In effect, the IMF 

is in the driving seat to steer the economy or, Sri Lanka will see a deadly crash with bankruptcy. 

 There is no guarantee that an IMF agreement will lead to even financial stability, going by Sri 

Lanka’s past engagement as well as the volatility of financial markets today. The logic of default 

and debt restructuring with austerity is bound to face many hurdles. Financial markets are far 

too erratic to accept so-called orderly defaults, and the weeks ahead are likely to be tumultuous. 

Sri Lanka may find it hard to make international financial transactions including those for 

imports of essential goods. Certainly, the neoliberal dream of accessing international capital 

markets again to continue the binge of commercial borrowings is a tall order, as default has 

made the country far less creditworthy. 

 The IMF Staff Report, that was made public in March 2022, outlines a number of 

recommendations likely to be entrenched in the upcoming agreement: revenue-based fiscal 

consolidation through increasing tax rates and energy pricing reforms; restoring debt 

sustainability; near-term monetary policy tightening towards inflation targeting; a market-

determined and flexible exchange rate; and targeted social safety nets. 

 Significantly, many of these recommendations are already being implemented by Sri Lanka. The 

exchange rate has been floated, passing on the higher costs of imports to the consumers; interest 

rates have been doubled to 14%, putting at risk small business and the livelihoods of rural 

producers, and energy price hikes, for example of petrol and cooking gas, have been transferred 

to consumers. 

 The most stringent of those conditions to come are also mentioned in the IMF Report, which 

calls for “growth-enhancing structural reforms, including increasing female labour force 

participation, reducing youth unemployment, liberalising trade, developing a wide-reaching and 

coherent investment promotion strategy, and reforming price controls and state-owned 

enterprises”. Forcing women into the workforce, further liberalising trade, removing price 

controls and privatising state-owned enterprises where public services become unaffordable, 

are going to stifle households and tear apart the social fabric. 

TECHNOCRATIC SOLUTIONS 

 During its postcolonial history, Sri Lanka has gone through 16 IMF agreements, most recently 

an Extended Fund Facility of U.S.$1.5 billion in June 2016. Before this it was a Standby 

Arrangement of U.S.$2.6 billion two months after the civil war ended in May 2009. These recent 

agreements were crucial for Sri Lanka to undertake commercial borrowings; for example in July 

2016, a month after the last IMF agreement, Sri Lanka borrowed U.S.$1.5 billion in sovereign 

bonds; U.S.$500 million of that was just repaid in January this year. 

 In this context, the reforms in the upcoming IMF agreement are likely to be far more impactful 

and perhaps on the order of the Structural Adjustment Program taken forward after 1977 with 
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the IMF. The launch of those neoliberal policies, called the “open economy” reforms locally, set 

off policies that are in fact the long underlying causes of the current crisis. 

 In Colombo’s elite circles, the refrain now is that “we will have to go through much suffering 

before it gets better”. But, the elite will be the last to suffer as austerity will mostly hit Sri 

Lanka’s working people. In fact, the IMF agreement in bailing out external lenders is also bailing 

out the elite classes in Sri Lanka, as much of the external debt and the related projects and 

conspicuous consumption served them more than anyone else. 

 The proposed solution is about being able to borrow more in the capital markets after the green 

light of the IMF agreement; but that, if achieved, will only increase the debt stock, making a 

future crisis inevitable. The other more contentious move will be to sell the family silver, in the 

form of privatising state enterprises and institutions built over the decades to pay up the 

external debt. 

 Start with a wealth tax 

 The idea that, somehow, Sri Lanka can get through this crisis in a short period of say a year, and 

that the people who are already in dire straits can take on more economic suffering in the 

months ahead are likely to backfire. While the spotlight is on growth and recovery, Sri Lanka’s 

worst fear at the moment is a likely food crisis, where starvation or even a famine are real 

possibilities. 

 The neoliberal technocrats are proposing to buy over people affected by austerity measures with 

cash transfers. However, working people are far more committed to their social welfare 

entitlements as evident from how they have fought hard to protect free education and universal 

health care over the decades. Indeed, there will be tremendous resistance to privatising state 

services and utilities. If anyone has to pay for this crisis, it must obviously be the wealthier 

classes in the country; the imposition of a wealth tax, for example on property and vehicles 

accumulated over the years, would be a starting point. 

 The great democratic strivings of the people, both in the electoral realm and through the extra-

constitutional means of protests, have ensured that repressive regimes and oligarchies have 

been consistently overthrown in Sri Lanka. It is the failures of Sri Lanka’s elite for their narrow 

interests that have allowed for polarising and destructive regimes to emerge time and again. 

The IMF agreement, its conditionalities and its fallout, are going to be a central point of 

contention between the elite who are trying to manoeuvre this crisis and the working people 

who have generated this political opening. It is such ideological and political struggles amidst 

this crisis that will determine whether Sri Lanka chooses bankruptcy or redemption. 

 

 
        FOOD VACCINE AS RIGHT, MORE SO FOR TB PATIENTS 
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 Without addressing undernutrition, the goals of reducing the incidence of TB, and mortality, in 

India, cannot be reached 

 In the past, there was a belief that every ill had a pill and the pill killed the germs that made you 

ill. That germ could be a bacteria, virus or a parasite. Factors such as genetic and metabolic 

causes, hormonal imbalance and altered neuro-chemical transmitters causing illnesses were less 

known then. But there was fairly good knowledge of how good air and nutrition reduced 

consumption illnesses such as tuberculosis (TB). 

HISTORY AND A PERSPECTIVE 

 This is why sanatoriums/sanatoria were set up in mountain terrain, with fresh air, pure water 

and good food, in the quest for a cure for TB. There were no drugs for TB till the discovery of 

streptomycin in 1943. With improved wages, better living standards and the accompanying 

higher purchasing power for food, the TB mortality rate came down from 300 people per 

1,00,000 population to 60 in England and Wales. TB disappeared from socio-economically 

developed countries long before the advent of chemotherapy. After the Second World War, in 

1946 G.B. Leyton reported a 92% reduction in the incidence of TB among British soldiers who 

were fed an additional Red Cross diet of 1,000 calories plus 30 grams of protein when compared 

to Russian soldiers who were fed only a camp diet. This historical importance of good nutrition 

was ignored by the modern therapist who tried to control TB initially with streptomycin 

injection, isoniazid and para-aminosalisylic acid. In the ecstasy of finding antibiotics killing the 

germs, the social determinants of disease were ignored. 

NOT PATIENT-CENTRIC 

 With more drug arsenals such as rifampicin, ethambutol, pyrazinamide, the fight against TB 

bacteria continued, which became multidrug resistant. Sharper bullets were fired into the frail 

body of patients. It was bacteria targeted, not patient-centric. The regimes and the mode of 

delivery of drugs were changed to plug the loopholes of alleged “non-compliance of illiterate 

and irresponsible patients”. Blister packs of a multi-drug regime were provided at the doorstep, 

and the directly observed treatment/therapy (DOT) mechanism set up. There was little done to 

try to understand where patients lived, what work they did for a living, how much they could 

afford to buy food, and how much they ate. 

 Many of the poor discontinued blister-packaged free drugs thinking that these were “hot and 

strong” drugs not suited for the hunger pains they experienced every night. They coughed up 

virulent bacteria from their emaciated body to infect many around them. It is no wonder that 

TB was never brought under control. 

 Let me narrate this example. I was defending a project proposal to provide nutritional 

supplementation of additional rice, dhal and cooking oil for TB patients in the tribal areas of 

Bastar-Chhattisgarh as part of the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) plan in 2009-10. But 

it was rejected twice by the central technical team as ‘an intervention without proven benefit’. 
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NUTRITION STATUS AND TB RISK 

 “The nutrition of the individual, is the most vital factor in the prevention in tuberculous disease,” 

said Dr. J.B. McDougall of the World Health Organization (WHO), in1949. And, Dr. René J. Dubos 

in the Journal of the American Medical Association, in 1960, said, “It is most unlikely that drugs 

alone, or drugs supplemented by vaccination, can control TB in the underprivileged countries of 

the world as long as their nutritional status has not been raised to a reasonable level.” 

 The fact is that 90% of Indians exposed to TB remain dormant if their nutritional status and 

thereby the immune system, is good. When the infected person is immunocompromised, TB as 

a disease manifests itself in 10% of the infected. India has around 2.8 million active cases. It is 

a disease of the poor. And the poor are three times less likely to go for treatment and four times 

less likely to complete their treatment for TB, according to WHO, in 2002. Scientists like Rudolph 

Virchow (before 1902), Sir William Osler (before 1919) and Dr. Dubos (from 1960) have been 

saying the same thing. 

 The work and the findings of a team at the Jan Swasthya Sahayog hospital at Ganiyari, Bilaspur 

in Chhattisgarh established the association of poor nutritional status with a higher risk of TB. 

In the period 2004-09, among the 1,695 pulmonary TB patients they treated, men had an average 

body weight of 42.1 kg and a body mass index (BMI) of 16. For women, the average body weight 

was 34.1 kg and a BMI of 15. With these levels of undernutrition, there was a two to four-fold 

rise in the mortality associated with TB. 

 In 2014, research led by Dr. Anurag Bhargava (professor of medicine) showed that 

undernutrition in the adult population was the major driver of India’s TB epidemic. 

Subsequently, the central TB division of the Ministry of Health came up with a “Guidance 

Document – Nutritional Care and Support for Patients with Tuberculosis in India” after a 

national workshop held in February 2016 at Yenapoya Medical College, Mangaluru, Karnataka. 

The 2019 Global TB report identified malnutrition as the single-most associated risk factor for 

the development of TB, accounting for more cases than four other risks, i.e., smoking, the 

harmful use of alcohol, diabetes and HIV. 

 Beginning with the JSS, a number of organisations began providing eggs, milk powder, dhal, 

Bengal gram, groundnuts and cooking oil to diagnosed patients along with anti-TB drugs. 

Chhattisgarh also initiated the supply of groundnut, moong dhal and soya oil, and from April 

2018, under the Nikshay Poshan Yojana of the National Health Mission, all States began 

extending cash support of ₹500 per month to TB patients to buy food; this amount needs to be 

raised. Without simultaneous nutrition education and counselling support, this cash transfer 

will not have the desired outcome. 

‘SYNDEMICS’ 
 According to Dr. Bhargava, “undernutrition and TB” are “syndemics”, and the intake of adequate 

balanced food, especially by the poor, can work as a vaccine to prevent TB. This vaccine is 
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“polyvalent, acting against many gastrointestinal and respiratory tract infections; orally active, 

that can be produced in the country without patent rights; dispensed over the counter, without 

prescription and without any side-effects; safe for children, pregnant and lactating women, and 

of guaranteed compliance because it brings satisfaction and happiness”. 

 The food vaccine is a guaranteed right for life under the Constitution for all citizens, more so for 

TB patients. Thus, the goals of reducing the incidence of TB in India and of reducing TB mortality 

cannot be reached without addressing undernutrition. 

 

 

 
Projects have two years’ time to invest, start production’ 

 As many as 61 applications, for projects entailing investment of ₹19,077 crore, have been 

approved under the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme for textiles, Secretary of the 

Union Ministry of Textiles U.P. Singh, told reporters on Thursday. 

 The projected turnover from the approved projects is ₹1.84 lakh crore over five years. Of the 67 

applications received, six were pending approval for want of more details, he said. 

 The PLI Scheme for textiles was notified on September 24. The projects that have been approved 

have two years’ time to invest and start production. 

 Of the projects approved so far, 13 applications were made with a minimum investment 

commitment of ₹300 crore each, and 48 with a minimum investment of ₹100 crore each. 

 The government approved the PLI Scheme for textile products with an aim to enhance 

manufacturing capabilities and exports from the country of select manmade fibre products. 

‘EYEING PHASE II’ 

The approved financial outlay for the scheme is ₹10,683 crore over five years. 

 The total outgo for the approved projects is expected to be ₹6,600 crore and the Ministry is 

looking at Phase II of the PLI scheme. It depends, however, on approvals from the authorities 

concerned,  

 

 
 

What is the controversy over the China-Solomon Islands security cooperation deal? What does 

it mean for geopolitics in the South Pacific? 

 A recent leaked document has revealed that the Solomon Islands in the South Pacific has reached 

a deal with China which outlines an unprecedented level of security cooperation. This is the first 

deal of its kind for Beijing in the region. Honiara’s confirmation of the move has raised alarms 

in Washington and Canberra, which have extensive stakes in the South Pacific.  

GOVT. APPROVES 61 PROJECTS UNDER PLI PLAN FOR TEXTILES 

                 RED  STAR OVER SOLOMON ISLANDS 
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WHAT ARE THE CONTENTS OF THE PROPOSED DEAL AND WHY ARE THEY 

CONTROVERSIAL? 

 The document titled ‘Framework Agreement 

between the Government of the People’s Republic 

of China and the Government of Solomon Islands on 

Security Cooperation’ was leaked through social 

media on March 24. It created a huge controversy 

domestically as well as internationally because it 

has the potential to disturb the established security 

mechanisms in the South Pacific region. The 

document explicitly enables Beijing to send its 

“police, armed police, military personnel and other 

law enforcement and armed forces” to the islands 

on the latter government’s request, or if the former 

sees that the safety of its projects and personnel in the islands are at risk. 

 The document also provides for China’s naval vessels to utilise the islands for logistics support. 

There have been speculations in the wake of this revelation that China might be building its next 

overseas naval base in Solomon Islands after Djibouti, which was also incidentally referred to 

as a logistics support base. 

 Dismissing the prospects for any foreign military base, the government of Solomon Islands 

affirmed the finalisation of the draft of such a deal. The deal is not yet signed and it is not fully 

known whether the provisions mentioned in the leaked document are present in the final draft. 

 What is the rationale for the Solomon Islands’ increasing proximity to China? 

 The Solomon Islands is part of the ethnically Melanesian group of islands in the Pacific and lies 

between Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu. The islands, which were initially controlled by the 

British Empire during the colonial era, went through the hands of Germany and Japan and then 

back to the U.K., after the Americans took over the islands from the Japanese during World War 

II. 

 The islands became independent in 1978 to become a constitutional monarchy under the British 

Crown, with a parliamentary system of government. Nevertheless, its inability to manage 

domestic ethnic conflicts led to close security relations with Australia, which is the traditional 

first responder to any crisis in the South Pacific. The Solomon Islands had cultivated strong ties 

with Taiwan, which ended with the emergence of the current government in Honiara. 

 In 2019, the new government headed by Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare switched Taiwan 

for China. This was supposedly after Beijing offered half a billion U.S. dollars in financial aid, 

roughly five times what Taiwan spent on the islands in the past two decades. It has been alleged 

by the pro-Taiwan Opposition that the Sogavare government has been bribed by China. As the 
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money from China flowed in, so did the adverse impact to the local population from Chinese 

businesses, Chinese labourers for Chinese infrastructure projects, as well as a perceived 

preferential treatment for Chinese interests by Honiara. 

 The switching of diplomatic relations along with the general dissatisfaction with the 

government, led to widespread Opposition protests and riots in Honiara in November 2021. 

Strikingly, these riots targeted Chinese assets in addition to government property. The 

government has also notably mentioned that the move is aimed at diversification of its security 

partnerships, taking aim at its longstanding security dependence on Australia. 

WHY IS CHINA INTERESTED IN THE SOLOMON ISLANDS? 

 The Pacific islands are among the few regions in the world where China has competition from 

Taiwan for diplomatic recognition. China considers Taiwan to be a renegade territory awaiting 

reunification, and opposes its recognition as an independent state on the international stage. 

Hence, any country which has to officially establish relations with China will have to break 

diplomatic ties with Taiwan. The Solomon Islands was one among the six Pacific island states 

which had official bilateral relations with Taiwan. However, in 2019, the Solomon Islands, along 

with Kiribati, switched allegiance to China. This has left only four regional countries backing 

Taiwan, mostly belonging to the Micronesian group of islands which are under the control of 

the U.S.. The small Pacific island states act as potential vote banks for mobilising support for the 

great powers in international fora like the United Nations. 

 Moreover, these states have disproportionately large maritime Exclusive Economic Zones when 

compared to their small sizes, the reason why these ‘small island states’ are seen also seen as 

‘big ocean states’. Solomon Islands, in particular, have significant reserves of timber and mineral 

resources, along with fisheries. But more importantly, they are strategically located for China 

to insert itself between America’s military bases in the Pacific islands and Australia. This is 

especially significant in the current scenario, given the emergence of the AUKUS (Australia, the 

U.K. and the U.S.) which seeks to elevate Australia’s strategic capabilities vis-à-vis China 

through Anglo-American cooperation. Nonetheless, the anti-China nature of the 2021 riots in 

Honiara turned out to be the immediate trigger for Beijing to ramp up its security cooperation 

with the Solomon Islands. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE ESTABLISHED GEOPOLITICAL CONFIGURATION 

IN THE REGION? 

 The Pacific islands, in the post-World War II scenario, were exclusively under the spheres of 

influence of the Western powers, in particular the U.S., U.K., France and the regional 

heavyweights, Australia and New Zealand. All of them have territorial possessions in the region, 

with the three nuclear powers among them having used the region as a nuclear weapons testing 

ground. The smaller island nations of the region are heavily dependent on them, especially 

Australia as it is a resident power. This established power structure in the region is being 
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increasingly challenged by China through the steady displacement of Taiwan and the cultivation 

of economic and political clout. Its proposed deal with the Solomon Islands has added a security 

dimension to its fast-growing profile in the region. Australia has reacted with boosted finances, 

and by extending its current security mission till 2023 when the islands will host the Pacific 

Games. The U.S. has responded by considering reopening its embassy in Honiara after a long 

29-year gap. New Zealand has shed its typical restraint about China and has criticised it for 

attempting to militarise the Pacific islands. 

 However, it is to be noted that China’s rise in the South Pacific is not without opposition. AUKUS 

is a recent example of how the established powers are reacting; although, to what extent they 

can mobilise individual governments against China is questionable. Significant discontent has 

been brewing within and among the Pacific island states against China’s economic inroads and 

its adverse impact on their vulnerable economic and political systems. The riots in Honiara is 

only the recent one in the region which has an anti-China tint. The Nuku’alofa riots in Tonga 

(2006) had a similar character. The geopolitics of the region is undergoing an unprecedented 

flux in tandem with the larger shifts in the Indo-Pacific, suggesting an intensification of regional 

great power rivalry and domestic volatility for the Pacific island states in the coming years. 

 

 
 The Gladstonian Liberal, John Morley (1838-1923), opposed imperialism and supported Irish 

Home Rule. But he had a dim view of India’s aspirations for freedom. ‘There is, I know,’ wrote 

Morley, ‘a school of thought who say that we might wisely walk out of India and that Indians 

can manage their own affairs better than we can. Anyone who pictures for himself the anarchy, 

the bloody chaos that would follow, might shrink from that sinister decision.’ Disapproving of 

reformist enlargements to Indian franchise and representation, he rebuked the ‘reformers’ with 

searing words : ‘When across the dark distances you hear the sullen roar and scream of carnage 

and confusion, your hearts will reproach you with what you have done.’ 

 Quoting these two observations of Morley’s in an essay on the man, Winston S. Churchill wrote 

(in his Great Contemporaries), ominously: ‘Only time can show whether his fears were 

groundless.’ 

PROGNOSES, RIGHT OR WRONG 

 Today as we approach the 75th anniversary of India’s freedom, we may ask if time has disproved 

those grim prognoses contained in Morley’s keywords. 

 Is there ‘anarchy’ in India?Absolutely not. Ours may be called by observers a turbulent 

democracy. True, some of our leaders often forget the laws, forget that there is such a thing as 

the Constitution of India. And many politicians speak with hatred in their minds and poison on 

their tongues with impunity. That does not make India a lawless desert. 

       RESTORE INDIA’S HERITAGE OF A SHARED PEOPLEHOOD 
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 Is there ‘bloody chaos’?Of course not. Yes, there are moments of mayhem, hours of bedlam, 

days of havoc. Our legislatures know pandemonium. Our government offices know disarray. But 

bloody chaos? No way! Our chaotic moments can be bad, they are not bloody. 

 Is there ‘confusion’?Yes, there is. It is something new. And it has been deliberately sown, 

assiduously nurtured. It is about what our national identity is, what we as a people are in our 

core beings. India has been, through the ages, about three ‘C’s — caste, creed and country. The 

first is a matter of kinship, the second about worship, the third about citizenship. The first two 

are about high sentiment, the third about a high ideal. Leaders of India’s renaissance did not 

want the first two to engulf the third. They wanted the first to become irrelevant, the second to 

become a private matter, the third to engage us. Today, caste and, more to the point, religion, 

are engulfing the country. The Hindu-Muslim divide is at its sharpest ever since Independence. 

AND DO WE HEAR THE ‘SULLEN ROAR AND SCREAM OF CARNAGE’? 

 One has to be where, in W.B. Yeats’ words, ‘the blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and…the ceremony 

of innocence is drowned’ to hear that roar and scream. If these two fearsome sounds had been 

heard for the first and last time when India was partitioned, one might have let the horrible 

trauma recede in our collective memories. But no, just as it had happened many times before 

India became independent, and happened at the hour of freedom, it has happened afterwards 

again and over again. When did it happen last ? One can say ‘yesterday’. One can say ‘yesterday’ 

every day, knowing that the ‘yesterday’ can spew into ‘today’, any day. 

DIMINISHING INDIA 

 The Hindu-Muslim divides growing to a new and menacing proportion diminishes our country, 

debases its greatness, destroys its heritage of a shared Peoplehood. 

 Riots have invariably started over flimsy incidents, like fires generally are, but Hindu-Muslim 

riots have got quickly co-opted by other entities, with the help of mercenaries to serve sinister 

purposes. ‘Entities’ is a euphemism ; we know who those are. They belong to both 

denominations. 

 Who started the disturbances on Ram Navami day? We are unlikely to ever know. Who gained, 

we will and already do know — nameless, faceless, soulless manipulators. Who lost, who 

suffered, is tragically known as well — Hindu and Muslim innocents. But more, beyond those 

innocents, who bleeds? Our country, its cohesion, its coherence, its conscience. 

 Social media spread the news of early incidents with the speed of light. District authorities in 

Madhya Pradesh, according to reports, had houses of some of those implicated in the rioting 

demolished. They acted surgically. Who came under the ‘blade’? Destroyers of public property 

being made to pay for that destruction is sound, but is it sound to make the wives and children 

of the accused also pay by being rendered roofless? 

GANDHI’S FAST 
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 In 1924, terrible Hindu-Muslim riots scarred the Muslim-majority district of Kohat, in the North-

West Frontier Province. Gandhi went on a 21-day fast in Delhi by way of penance. Emerging 

from it, greatly weakened, he said in a feeble voice to those gathered around him: ‘We ought to 

be able to live together. The Hindus must be able to offer their worship in perfect freedom in 

their temples, and so should Mussalmans be able to say their azan and prayer with equal 

freedom in their mosques. If we cannot ensure this elemental freedom of worship, then neither 

Hinduism nor Islam have any meaning.’ 

 ‘There is no point citing Gandhi today; he is ancient history’, I can hear the dejected reader say 

and my first instinct would be to say ‘I know.’ But there are many, many of them wielding great 

influence, who would demur. The stand on secularism taken by the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, 

M.K. Stalin, in recent policy pronouncements, citing Gandhi and Bhagat Singh, has been 

exemplary. The statements of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) in its just concluded 

conclaves in Kannur, have been salutary. These complement the traditionally strong positions 

on secularism taken by the Indian National Congress and many other political parties across the 

country. Very significant has been the statement of the former Chief Minister of Karnataka, B.S. 

Yediyurappa on the Ram Navami violence: ‘It is our desire that both Hindus and Muslims should 

live like children of the same mother.’ 

COURTS MUST STEP IN 

 It is time now for the courts of the land to take a stand, with the National Human Rights 

Commission and the National Commission for Minorities as their thought-partners to uphold 

the Preamble and Article 25 of our Constitution. In S.R. Bommai vs Union of India (1994), the 

Supreme Court of India held that secularism is one of the basic features of the Constitution. To 

weaken the freedom of conscience is to weaken a fundamental freedom. The spewing of hatred 

by inflammatory words and any abetting of those by elements in power belittle the Constitution 

and betray the people of India. It cannot be permitted. Communalism inverts our citizenship, 

perverts our humanity, subverts our Constitution. 

 Very recently, as many as 100 Muslim residents of Dalvana, a village in Gujarat’s Vadgam taluka 

were invited to offer Maghrib Namaz and break their fast during the Ramzan month on the 

premises of its Vir Maharaj Mandir, a 1,200-year-old temple. ‘When the heart is hard and 

parched up, come upon me with a shower of mercy....’ wrote Tagore. 

 In the prevailing aridity, Gujarat has shown that grace has not been lost. 

 We do not have to disprove Morley and Churchill. We have to prove ourselves to the conscience 

of our Republic. 

 

 
 Due to Ukraine war, growth in South Asia expected to be slower than projected 

                 INDIA  TO GROW AT 8%: WORLD BANK 
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 India is projected to grow at 8% over the current fiscal year (April 1- March 31), and 7.1% over 

the next (2023-24) fiscal year, the World Bank said in its bi-annual South Asia Economic Focus 

Reshaping Norms: A New Way Forward, 

released on Wednesday, in the run-up to the 

World Bank IMF Spring Meetings.  

 The country is estimated to have grown at 

8.3% in the fiscal year that just passed, 

following a contraction of 6.6% in the 

previous year owing to the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 For the South Asia region, growth is 

expected to be slower than projected, by 1 

percentage point, at 6.6% in 2022 and 6.3% 

next calendar year. This is due to Russia’s 

war on Ukraine, which has impacted the region, when it was already experiencing “fragile” 

growth, rising commodity prices, bottlenecks to supply and financial sector vulnerabilities. The 

impact of the war has seen faster inflation, deteriorating current account balances and growing 

fiscal deficits, according to the lender. 

EXTERNAL SHOCKS 

 Given these challenges, governments need to carefully plan monetary and fiscal policies to 

counter external shocks and protect the vulnerable, while laying the foundation for green, 

resilient and inclusive growth,” Hartwig Schafer, World Bank Vice-President for South Asia, said 

in a statement. 

 There is limited space for fiscal stimulus, and supply bottlenecks are of greater significance than 

insufficient effective demand, Hans Timmer, World Bank Chief Economist for the South Asia 

region, told reporters on Wednesday. 

 Asked what the impact of sanctions on Russia would be on the South Asian region, he said the 

impact was indirect, rather than direct, given the relatively low proportion of exports and 

imports that go to and come from Russia and Ukraine. 

 

 
Bill was referred to the committee following calls for greater scrutiny 

 The Parliamentary Standing Committee tasked with studying the Prohibition of Child Marriage 

(Amendment) Bill, 2021, which proposes to raise the age of marriage for women to 21 from 18 

years, held its second meeting on Wednesday. 

              HOUSE PANEL DELIBERATES ON BILL TO RAISE MARRIAGE AGE FOR WOMEN 
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 According to sources, the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Education, Women, Children, 

Youth and Sports, headed by BJP MP Vinay Sahasrabuddhe, met some of the members of the task 

force appointed by the government in June 2020, which recommended raising the age of 

marriage to improve the nutritional status of mothers and babies and curb infant and maternal 

mortality rates. It was on the basis of this task force’s recommendations that the Ministry of 

Women and Child Development introduced the Bill in Parliament last December, which was 

referred to the Standing Committee following calls for greater scrutiny from the Opposition 

parties. 

 Among those present from the task force were its head, former Samata Party leader Jaya Jaitley, 

NITI Aayog member Vinod Paul and Ahmedabad-based Dipti Shah. Those present at the meeting 

said the Standing Committee members received the copy of the task force’s report on the age of 

marriage only “a day or two ago”, necessitating another round of discussion with them. 

 Access to education 

 The panel was also told that the issue of raising the age of marriage for women must be 

accompanied by measures that help delay underage marriages such as access to education and 

improving women’s safety. 

 It is learnt that the parliamentary panel received 95,000 emails out of which 90,000 opposed 

the Bill. 

 Congress MP T.N. Prathapan, who could not participate in Wednesday’s meeting, sent out a 

letter to Mr. Sahasrabuddhe saying that “a hasty legislation may end up creating social 

confusion” and “it will harm many women in our society”. 

 He has further asked the Chairman to ensure that before the report is finalised, the committee 

meets all fellow women MPs from both Houses. The committee has only two women members 

— Trinamool Congress’s Sushmita Dev and Congress’s Pratibha Singh. 

 Mr. Prathapan further said, “We need to travel all over the country, irrespective of urban and 

rural diversities, to meet women, girls — both adolescent and young — parents, activists, 

researchers on gender issues and other stakeholders. We need to have a first person consultation 

with them to understand their concerns.” 

 Civil society organisations said they had not yet been invited for consultations by the Standing 

Committee. “Many of us have sent our submissions. Young people who are part of the Young 

Voices movement have also written to the committee directly. But the Standing Committee has 

not even acknowledged the messages we have sent, let alone call us for discussions,” said Kavita 

Ratna, director Advocacy, The Concerned for Working Children. 

 The committee was assigned the task of studying the Bill in January 2022 and granted three 

months to do so but it was granted a three-month extension till June. 

 The Bill has attracted criticism from the civil society, which has demanded that there is a need 

for improved access to education, skill training and employment opportunities, safety for 
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women and strengthening maternal health services to reduce maternal and infant mortality 

rates. 

 Many also argue that increasing the legal age at marriage for women will expand the number of 

marriages deemed underage and render young adults without legal protection. 

 

 

 Programme aims at improving governance of Panchayati Raj institutions 

 The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) on Wednesday approved a proposal to 

continue the Rashtriya Gram Swaraj Abhiyan (RGSA), a scheme for improving the governance 

capabilities of Panchayati Raj institutions, till 2025-26. 

 The CCEA, at a meeting chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, approved the extension of 

the scheme that ended on March 31 at a total financial outlay of ₹5,911 crore, of which ₹3,700 

crore would be the Centre’s share and ₹2,211 crore the share of States. 

 “The approved scheme of RGSA will help more than 2.78 lakh rural local bodies... to develop 

governance capabilities to deliver on SDGs [Sustainable Development Goals] through inclusive 

local governance with a focus on optimum utilisation of available resources,” a government 

statement said. 

 The statement said the scheme would work towards “poverty-free and enhanced livelihood in 

villages; healthy villages, child-friendly villages; water-sufficient villages; clean and green 

villages; self-sufficient infrastructure in villages; socially-secure villages; villages with good 

governance and engendered development in villages.” 

 The government said panchayats would be strengthened and a spirit of healthy competition 

inculcated. No permanent posts would be created under the scheme but “need-based contractual 

human resources may be provisioned for overseeing the implementation of the scheme and 

providing technical support to States/UTs”. 

 While announcing the decision to extend the scheme that started in 2018-2019, Information and 

Broadcasting Minister Anurag Thakur said the government’s focus had been the development of 

rural areas which, he said, had been neglected after Partition. 

 

 
Jan.-March bilateral trade climbs 15% to $31.96 billion; India’s exports slump 26% 

 Insatiable demand: Imports from China surged 28% in the January-March quarter to $27.69  

 A sharp increase in India’s imports of Chinese goods in the first quarter of 2022 lifted bilateral 

trade by 15% to a record $31.96 billion, trade data released by China on Wednesday show. 

 Imports surged 28% from the year-earlier period to $27.69 billion. India’s exports, however, 

slumped 26% to $4.87 billion. 

                   NOD TO EXTEND GRAM SWARAJ SCHEME 
 

             INDIA’S Q1 IMPORTS LIFT TRADE WITH CHINA TO A RECORD HIGH 
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 In 2021, India’s trade with China surpassed the $100 billion mark for the first time to reach $125 

billion, driven by demand for electronic products, chemicals and auto components. India’s 

imports accounted for a bulk of the trade, reaching $97.5 billion, while exports crossed $20 

billion for the first time. 

 Compared with the pre-pandemic levels in 2019, first-quarter imports jumped 54%, while 

exports rose 9%. 

 The 15% increase in India-China trade was among the highest for China’s major trading 

partners. 

 Overall, China’s exports climbed 13.4%, the General Administration of Customs (GAC) said, 

while imports rose 7.5%. Trade rose 9.9% with the U.S. and that with the EU grew by 10.2%. 

 Economists are concerned about the possible impact that the current COVID-19 outbreaks and 

lockdowns, particularly in Shanghai, may have on global supply chains as well as on China’s 

trade performance in the current April-June quarter. 

 China faces “multiple challenges and risks” as well as “sudden internal and external factors” 

that would pose a challenge for the country’s trade performance in 2022, said Li Kuiwen, 

spokesperson for the GAC. 

 

 


